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SITAMS organized Farewell Party “Every Ending has a New Beginning” at the college auditorium,
where students of B.Tech 3rd year bid farewell to the outgoing students of B.Tech final year with great
enthusiasm. Function began with a floral welcome of Dr.P Ramesh, Principal, Dr. S.Rajesh, HOD of MECH,
and HODs of other Departments by staff and students.
Lightning of Lamp was done by Principal and HOD followed by prayer song. Principal wished good
luck to the final year students for their future. He also expressed his hope that students will continue holding
best positions in upcoming university exams.
Final years gave inputs to 3rd years to go ahead in building their careers. Most of the placed students
shared their experiences in interviews such as Group Discussions, Aptitude, Verbal Reasoning and HR sessions,
faced during campus selections. They even guided their juniors about the various fields that can be opted once
they are in Final years and gave suggestions regarding the Universities providing specific courses based upon
the student’s interest and grades. Juniors even got opportunities to discuss about the doubt full issues regarding
their career.
Fun games which were conducted by the juniors to the seniors such as quiz, pick the ball etc., Later the
final year students were asked to give their opinions about the institution and the staffs. Faculties explained the
dilemmas which would be a barrier to the legal profession how the students should prepare themselves for their
future endeavors and wished them with his motivational speech.
As it was noon and rats were racing in their stomachs, they took a break for the delicious lunch
organized by the juniors. Conversations during the meal provided opportunities for the students to bond, plan,
connect, and learn from one another. Once they were recharged, they started the fun again.
Token of love was presented by Faculties. The day ended by capturing memories with photo sessions.
At last the auditorium was geared up with DJ filling high energies and immense pleasure among all, with the
stamps of amazing memories and fun.
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